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� Providing a reference of ADC parameters selection in indirect measurement.
� Showing several significant ADC parameters’ effects on indirect measurement.
� Setting a guideline of ADC selection for CRDS.
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How to select optimal ADC parameters in indirect measurement including resolution, sampling rate and
sampling error of ADC, and system error is proposed. Fitting of the photo time constant in cavity
ring-down spectrum is taken as an example. The effects of resolution, sampling rate and sampling error
(with/without system error) of ADC on fitting accuracy are simulated sequentially. The influence of
mirror reflectivity on the parameters of fitting functions is analyzed and simulated. Parameters of ADC
to distinguish concentration of methane of 1 ppbv at different mirror reflectivity are given.

� 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Cavity ring-down spectrum (CRDS) is an ultrahigh sensitive and
ultraprecise measurement based on characteristic absorption spec-
trum [1,2]. Three aspects need to be noticed in the case of ultralow
concentrations and weak characteristic absorption. Firstly, it
should work at clean background band to reduce the impact of
other gases, such as methane (1653 nm), carbon dioxide
(1603 nm), water vapor (1651 nm) and ammonia gas (1550 nm)
[3–7]. Secondly, specular reflection loss should be decreased.
Fundamental physical and chemical applications have motivated
the improvement of mirror reflectivity from 0.997 to 0.99998, or
even higher, accompanying the advancement of detection accuracy
from hundreds ppmv to several ppbv, even to pptv middleweight
[8–12]. Thirdly, data processing error should be depressed. Data
processor develops from analog oscilloscope to analog to digital
acquisition card and then to application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) [10,12–14].
Analog digital convertor (ADC) is a bridge connecting analog cir-
cuit and digital circuit, and its capability directly determines the
performance of apparatus. In most cases, how to select a fine
ADC is relatively easy in direct measure design, where only the
input level range, resolution, sampling rate, sampling error and
sometimes the power dissipation need to be considered [15,16].
It is not straightforward, however, in indirect measurement, such
as the exponential time constant measurement. When precise fit-
ting results are expected, it is hard to set a low limit for every
parameter of ADC. We could select an excellent one with higher
resolution or sampling rate to mitigate (or solve) this problem,
but we do not know how excellent it is. Unfortunately, it leads to
the improving of minimum operating frequency and the broaden-
ing of interface bit-width. And sometimes it may even increase the
requirement of the system noise level [17]. Even if all the above are
acceptable, however, there still is a doubt whether these perfor-
mance indexes can satisfy the requirements.

Typically, the digital processing units such as MCU, DSP or ARM,
have a very high clock frequency and limited bit-width [18].
Therefore, how to select an optimal ADC whose parameters match
well with back-end processing unit is meaningful. The focus of this
work is to clarify the relationship between parameter of ADC and
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Table 1
Relationship between s and gas concentration at different reflectivity of mirrors.
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fitting result. And fitting of the photo time constant in continue
wave CRDS is taken as an example.
Concentration (ppbv) R = 0.9999 R = 0.99995 R = 0.99999

0 5555.56 11111.11 55555.56
1 0.15 0.60 15.14
5 0.76 3.03 75.61

30 4.54 18.14 450.61
80 12.09 48.25 1185.6

200 30.12 119.84 2872

Where 0 ppbv corresponds to s0 and others are decrements of s0, with unit of
nanosecond.

Table 2
Parameters of mainstream ADCs.*

Resolution (bit) Sampling rate(MHz) Sampling error (LSB)

8 1/4/10/40 0.2
12 1/4/10/40 0.7
16 1/4/10/40 1.2

* For simplicity, the input range is limited to 2 V peak–peak value for all. LSB:
least significant bit.
2. Theory

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). A narrow
line-width continual wave distributed feedback (CW-DFB) laser
works at the characteristic absorption spectrum of the tested gas
(here is methane). Laser beam is coupled into the resonant cavity,
passing collimator, isolator and mode matching lens sequentially.
The cavity length is firstly modulated by piezoelectric ceramics
(PZT) to reach resonance. Then the photon intensity inside the cav-
ity rises rapidly to the upper limit of threshold setting, before the
laser source is turned off. Photon lifetime is mainly determined
by reflection loss of the three super mirrors and the round-trip
absorption. The decay curves without/with the sample gas are
shown in Fig. 1(b), which can be fitted to obtain the corresponding
photo time constant s0/s. According to beer’s law and characteris-
tic absorption formula, methane concentration of cavity nx can be
acquired by [2,10,19]:

nx ¼
1
c

1
s
� 1

s0

� �
=PSðTÞ/ðmÞ: ð1Þ

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, P is cavity pressure, S (T) is
absorption intensity and / (t) is line-shape function.

Imagine an optical resonator whose length is 0.5 m, P is 1 atm, /
(t) is 5.13 and S (T) is 0.021 cm�2 atm�1. The photo time constant s
is mainly determined by the reflectivity of mirrors and the sample
concentration. Table 1 shows the photo time constants s at differ-
ent sample concentrations for three kinds of reflectivity of mirrors.

When the reflectivity is 0.99999, fitting accuracy of s needs to
be 15.14 ns to distinguish concentration of methane of 1 ppbv
and the corresponding photo time constant is about 56 ls. So far,
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Fig. 1. (a) Conceptual schematic of CW-CRDS experimental setup, (b) illustration of
photon intensity in resonator, where s0 and s is photo time constant in the case
respectively without and with the sample gas.
there is not an explicit parameter to guide our selection of ADC.
We compare some mainstream ADC products in order to get the
optimal one [20]. Resolution, sampling rate, sampling error and
input range of ADC are key parameters, which usually differ from
one product to another. Due to discrepant designs and techniques,
there is not obvious relation among resolution, sampling rate and
sampling error. ADCs whose resolution range from 8 bit to 16 bit
and sampling rate range from 1 MHz to 40 MHz can satisfy most
design requirements, so we chose those kinds of ADCs as our anal-
ysis targets in this paper. Detailed parameters of ADCs are shown
in Table 2.

3. Simulation

ADC converts analog signal to digital signal in a special fre-
quency. From this simplified picture one might guess that different
sampling interval can simulate sampling rate, and function truth
values with random errors can substitute for sampling values.
Decay curve of photon intensity in resonator is the simulation
object. Detailed steps are as follows:

(1) According to the principle of CRDS, decay curve of photon
intensity in resonator is given by:
y ¼ a � expð�t=sÞ; ð2Þ

where a = 1 and s is photo time constants, as shown in
Table 1.
(2) Generate sampling position sequence based on sampling
rate of ADC.

(3) Calculate sampling value of yn at each point in sequence gen-
erated in step (2) with formula (3) and formula (4):
yn ¼ yþ err ð3Þ

err ¼ Vpp

2bit
SEð2 � v1� 1Þ; ð4Þ

where y is function value at sampling point, err is random
error, Vpp is the input voltage (peak-to-peak), bit is the reso-
lution, SE is the sampling error, and v1 is a uniformly dis-
tributed random number between 0 and 1.
(4) Fit the simulation curve with objective function, given in
step (1), in order to obtain photo time constant s.



Table 3
Expectations and variances of s in Fig. 2.

Sampling rate (MHz) 8 bit 12 bit 16 bit

1 55.546 (0.877) 55.554 (0.195) 55.555 (0.021)
4 55.551 (0.445) 55.555 (0.097) 55.555 (0.010)

10 55.554 (0.282) 55.555 (0.062) 55.555 (0.007)
40 55.554 (0.141) 55.555 (0.031) 55.555 (0.003)

Where variances are shown in brackets. For simplicity, all variances keep the same
significant digits, unless otherwise mentioned. Unit is microsecond.
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(5) Count distribution of s on time axis.
(6) Repeat steps (3)–(5) until get enough fitting values.
(7) Compute the expectation and variance of s.
(8) Repeat steps (1)–(7) for different resolutions and different

sampling rates of ADCs. Combining with the photo time
constant shown in Table 1, summarize guideline of ADC
selection.

Fig. 2 provides an illustration of different distribution of s.
Parameters of ADC are shown in Table 2, with mirror reflectivity
of 0.99999. Using gauss formula fitting, expectations and variances
of s are obtained and shown in Table 3:

The concentration of methane can be distinguished only when
variance is lower than the corresponding value in Table 1.
Combining Tables 1 and 3, for ADC with a 16 bit resolution and
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Fig. 2. Distributions of s simulated with different resolutions and different
sampling rates of ADCs. Resolutions in (a)–(c) are 8, 12 and 16 bit respectively.
4 MHz sampling rate, the variance is 10 ns with the reflectivity of
0.99999, which can distinguish concentration of methane of
1 ppbv (requiring variance less than 15.14 ns). If we merely want
to distinguish concentration of methane of 30 ppbv, an ADC with
8 bit resolution and 4 MHz sampling rate is enough, despite a
waste of high reflectivity of mirrors.

As shown in Table 3, resolution of ADC has little effect on the
expectation, so does the sampling rate. Variance decreases rapidly
with the increase of resolution, while it decreases much slower
with the increase of sampling rate. This can be figured out from
the data itself. When the sampling accuracy is low, a relatively
large amount of data is needed to average the random error. But
the fitting accuracy will saturate as the number of data grow
[21]. On the other hand, high fitting accuracy can also be obtained
with a small amount of data of higher accuracy. Unfortunately,
only improving the resolution of ADC is usually not enough to
achieve expectant precision in practical application. The system
noise with the same level of the sampling error of ADC is essential.
It is easy to choose a high resolution ADC, but to improve the noise
level of system is very difficult. We cannot get the nominal quan-
tization precision of ADC due to the existence of system noise. The
following experiments are designed to verify our hypothesis. Three
ADCs with a resolution of 8 bit, 12 bit and 16 bit respectively are
chosen for comparison, all with sampling rate of 10 MHz and sam-
pling error of 0.5 LSB at 8 bit resolution. According to the simula-
tion steps mentioned above, distributions of s are shown in
Fig. 3. It indicates that the same sampling error of ADC attains
the same sampling precision.

It can be confirmed from Fig. 3 and Table 4 that sampling error
is the core factor that determines the sampling precision. System
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Fig. 3. Distributions of s, simulated at different resolutions with same sampling
error.

Table 4
Expectations and variances of s in Fig. 3.

8 bit 12 bit 16 bit

Expectation (ls) 55.552 (0.704) 55.548 (0.700) 55.548 (0.704)
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Fig. 4. Distributions of s with different sampling errors. (a) Sampling rate of 1 MHz,
(b) sampling rate of 10 MHz.

Table 5
Expectations and variances of s in Fig. 4.

Sampling rate (MHz) 3 LSB 8 LSB 16 LSB

1 55.548 (0.825) 55.508 (2.187) 55.382 (4.294)
10 55.554 (0.264) 55.550 (0.704) 55.535 (1.399)

Where unit is microsecond.
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Fig. 5. Distributions of s with reflectivity of 0.9999. (a) Resolution is 12 bit, (b)
resolution is 16 bit.

Table 6
Expectations and variances of s in Fig. 5.

Sampling rate (MHz) 12 bit 16 bit

1 5555.50 (2.17) 5555.55 (0.23)
10 5555.51 (0.69) 5555.55 (0.07)
40 5555.51 (0.35) 5555.55 (0.03)

Where unit is nanosecond.
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noise occupies the major portion of sampling error. The influence
of sampling errors on distributions of s are shown in Fig. 4 and
Table 5. System noise is converted into ADC sampling error, and
the resolution of ADC is 12 bit.

Fig. 4 and Table 5 show how sampling error and sampling rate
influence on the distributions of photo time constant s. The larger
quantization error, the lower expectation accuracy is. By merely
increasing the sampling rate, accuracy of s can only be improved
to a certain degree.

Besides the parameters of ADC, target fitting functions also have
effects on fitting accuracy. For example, when reflectivity of mirror
decreases to 0.9999, the photo time constant reduces to
5555.56 ns. A 0.15 ns fitting resolution is needed to distinguish
concentration of methane of 1ppbv as shown in Table 1.
Simulation result of 12 bit ADC with sampling error of 0.7 LSB is
shown in Fig. 5(a), and simulation result of 16 bit ADC with sam-
pling error of 1.2 LSB is shown in Fig. 5(b). Combining Tables 1
and 6, variance of ADC with a 16 bit resolution and 10 MHz sam-
pling rate is 0.07 ns, which is enough to distinguish concentration
of methane of 1 ppbv at this condition. Comparing Table 4 with
Table 6, we can find that expectation decreases by 10 times, while
variance reduces by 100 times.
4. Conclusions

ADC is the key component of AD-system, and its resolution and
sampling rate directly determine the bit-width and the minimum
operating frequency of digital system, which have great effect on
circuit design. By fitting the photo time constant s of CRDS system,
we conclude that resolution of ADC has much more effect on fitting
precision than sampling rate, reducing sampling error will get a
best fitting precision, and in the selection of ADC individual objec-
tive fitting function should be considered. In addition, system noise
should also be included into ADC sampling error to get nominal
sampling accuracy. Therefore, according to above analysis, we
can choose an ADC with suitable resolution and sampling rate
enabling instrument working at optimal bit-width and frequency
with designed sensitivity in indirect measurement.
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